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The development trend of telecommunications market shows that with narrowed 
differences in networks and technology, the competition among carriers will switch 
from the traditional aspects, namely products and prices, to Marketing channel and 
services. Those who own Marketing channel will have consumers and take an upper 
hand in future market competition. After several rounds of reform and reorganization 
in China's telecommunications industry, the operating companies in China are 
developing rapidly. Confronted with increasingly fierce market competition, the 
carriers are gradually getting improved in business operating and service providing. 
The competitiveness of individual carriers, however, still lie in prices, products and 
services, and construction and management of channels are still in an extensive mode. 
This article starts from the current competition and requirement environments of 
communications companies and covers the following contents: 1) comparing the 
classical concept of marketing channels and analyzing the construction, characteristics 
and classification of carriers' Marketing channel; 2) expounding the significance of 
sales channel construction; 3) probing the problems in direct Marketing channel, 
customer service centers, electronic channels and social channels of China Netcom 
local carriers; 4) introducing the good practice in sales channel construction of big 
carriers such ask BT, SKT, AT&T, Vodafone and NTTDoCoMO and putting forward 
optimization and integration plans for the channels of China Netcom; 5) analyzing the 
strong points of optimization and integration plans from the perspectives of channel 
variety, channel single function and channel collaboration. Finally, the article reaches 
a conclusion that there is no set pattern of channel-type — to build a good channel, a 
variety of factors such as time, area and people need to be taken in consideration, and 
user requirements need to be in a close connection with corporate strategy, corporate 
culture and market segmentation. 
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图 1－1 电信运营企业的营销渠道 
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